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SUITS
THAT FIT

Not just Suits that are cut properly
of good quality material, but Suits
that have the "right feel" because
they're made right. No matter
how good looking your clothes may
be, you won't wear them often if
they don't fit correctly. We take
extra pains to make them fit.
The latest patterns and fabrics

as low as

$32.50

No cure In a specific sense hasThe two questions which will! shame In their hearts upcta their7 ever been developed nor it is cerImmediately arise in the practical beetle activity In selling bonds for

Owners of the Ambassador Apartments,
consisting of 44 Apartments, 6 Pullmans

28 two room and 10 three rooms

have appointed J. R. Haight Supervisor with instructions to have

the house re-decorat- ed, the floors refinished and other extensive

improvements made and to be run as a quiet nome apartment

house.

Contracts are now being let for several thousand dollars of work, and every effort

will be made to make the Ambassador Apartments a credit to Salem. ;
the Apartments in two weeks.You are invited to inspect

Mrs. Mary Burke Manager in charge

tain that there ever will be. Suchreader's mind are, Can Germany war. would rejoice at the oppor
a promise Is not unreasonabletunity ten years after thetarry so large a loan? and. Where war to
when clinicians are coming morecan the required sum of six billion sell bands for peace!
and more to realize that the manIt eets the blood tingling. Itdollars be found?

A moment's consideration will kindles a fire In the dullest imag agement of a case Is decidedly
convince one that German bonds! personal problem. Even those

taking the same special treatment
ination One cannot help recalling
that this stupendous peace propos

have to be adjusted to It and vari-
ous plans of application used. Cer

al comes to the world at the
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issued to secure such a loan, under
the conditions of the Levinson
plan, would be gilt-edge- d. In the
:first place it must be borne in
mind that Germany's national debt
after the consummation of this

tainly the careful study of eachyears after the close of the war,
case with the view of special dlWe fought that war with the ob-

ject of putting an end to war. The
war we fought was lost at any

rections and treatment gives the
sicker patient the best chance to D. H. MOSHERplan would be only six billion dol-

lars, t'nder the Dawes plan Ger win the fight.rate. It has not yet been won. A
Oregon has a right to be proudyear ago, without knowing at themany ia paying during the current

time how to answer our own devear'about 437,000,000 on re para of her position in the campaign
against tuberculosis. While themand. The Christian Century, de TAILOR 474 COURT ST.t:ona. Next year the payments
nation has lowered its death rateclaring against a policy of cancelare increased to $625,000,000
from 14 8 to 86, Oregon has lower-- jlation of the debts, published anHlrave doubt extets In the minds. of
ed hers from liz to vs. one iseconomists whether Germany will' editorial entitled "Make the Debts

SOMETHING WHICH SHALL NOT ONLY PLEASE' AS A "CHRISTMAS GIFT" BUT A PRESENT WHICH WILL DEVELOP JHAT FIN-ESTO- F

ALL ARTS MUSIC DOES MORE TOWARD DEVELOPING "REFINEMENT" AND THE "ARTISTIC QUALITIES" OF IN--

DIVIDUAL. IT IS A REAL NECES SITY .FOR EVERY HOME! NO MATTER HOW HUMBLE.
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RADIO"OrthopKonic Victrolas"

"FOR THE ENTIRE HOUSEHOLD" AD Electric or Battery Equipment. Kolster Tresh-ma- n

Mohawk. Sets from

$95.00 - $125.00 - $165.00 -
$89.50 Up

$300 - $650 and Up
soWtinn now. oav a small deposit and we

will hold it for you until Xmas. "Victor Records"
always acceptable.

Suggestions for your

Speakers from $7.50 to $35.00

Socket Powers will make your Radio All-Electr- ic

We Have Some Real,

"PIANO BARGAINS"

Let Us Show You .

"Boys and Girls'
EVEN YOURSELF

Every Child Deserves

Let "a Good Piano ;be Your Christmas Gift
Buescher Saxophones--.Trumpets--Clari- nets and Melo-nhnm- xi

Ttrnms Ran ios Guitars "Spanish" or Ha
waiian" Mandolins Violins Uknle.es and Banjo

Ukes Harmonicas Music Bags and many useful SHEET MUSIC
Makes a Very Acceptable Gift

items which we cannot enumerate here. . ;

Plkyer Piano Rolls at "Half Price" PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS
5 51b.UU and Up

"ANY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SOLD ON EASY PAYMENT PLAN'
SELECT ANY 6IFT NOW" PAY A SMALL DEPOSIT AND WE WILL HOLU) IT FOR YOU

TELEPHONE 983
4 1 5 COURT STREET
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